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We study phenomenological constraints on the simple 3-3-1 model with flavor-
violating Yukawa couplings. Both Higgs triplets couple to leptons and quarks, which
generates flavor-violating signals in both lepton and quark sectors. We have shown
that this model allows for a large Higgs lepton flavor-violating rate decay h→ µτ and
may reach perfect agreements with other experimental constraints such as τ → µγ
and (g− 2)µ. The contributions of flavor-changing neutral current couplings, Higgs–
quark–quark couplings, mixing to the mesons are investigated. Br(h → qq′) can be
enhanced acknowledging the measurements of meson mixing. The branching ratio
for t→ qh can reach up to 10−3, but it could be as low as 10−8.
PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 95.35.+d
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson in July 2012 at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] has
opened up a new area of the direct search for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). The
new physics may become manifest in the form of Higgs boson properties different from those
predicted by the SM. One of those properties is expressed by non-standard interactions of
the newly discovered 125 GeV Higgs-like resonance such as flavor-violating Higgs couplings
to leptons and quarks. These interactions could induce non-zero lepton flavor-violating
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2(LFV) Higgs boson decays, such as h→ lilj with i 6= j, indeed the most stringent limits on
the branching ratios of LFV decay of the SM-like Higgs boson Br(h → µτ, eτ) < O(10−3),
from the CMS Collaboration using data collected at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. In
contrast, the situation is somewhat more complicated in the quark sector by the process,
which is related to the flavor-violating Higgs couplings involving a top quark, which seems
to be outside the present reach of LHC. It leads to the experimental upper limits on flavor-
changing neutral current (FCNC) decay of top quarks at 95% CL [3]. Besides, the strongest
indirect bound on FCNC quark–quark–Higgs couplings came from a measurement of meson
oscillations. This bound can be translated into the upper bound on the branching fraction
of the flavor-violating decay of the Higgs boson to the light quarks [4].
In the physics beyond SM, different mechanisms can yield the non-standard interactions
of the SM-like Higgs boson that predict the flavor-violating processes, which could get close
to the sensitivities of future accelerators. Among all the possibilities, the models based on
the gauge symmetry SU(3)C × SU(3)L × U(1)X (3 − 3 − 1), called the 3-3-1 model [5–9],
are rich with FCNC physics, including both quark and lepton sectors [10, 11]. Besides
that, the 3-3-1 model can solve the current issues of physics such as dark matter [12, 13, 15],
neutrino mass and mixing [17], the number of fermion generation [6], strong CP conservation
[18], electric charge quantization [19]. Improved versions of simplifying for solving current
experimental results at the larger hadron collider (LHC) have been proposed. Differences
in each version make manifest the scalar and fermion contents. The simple 3-3-1 version
is an improvement of the minimal and reduced 3-3-1 version [5, 9], which contains the
smallest fermion and scalar contents [15]. This improvement allows a simple 3-3-1 model to
overcome the disadvantages of the previous models [14]. The simple 3-3-1 model is realistic
on introducing the inner Higgs triplets [15]. The presence of the inert Higgs triplet not
only solves the dark matter problem but also can explain the experimental ρ-parameter [15].
We would like to note that without introducing the inert Higgs triplets, the new physics
contribution to the ρ-parameter coming from the normal sector is very tiny and can be
negligible [16]. However, the inert Higgs triplet gives the contribution to the ρ-parameter
via a loop effect that is significant, and which is comparable with the global fit, as mentioned
in [15].
The constraint on the SM-like Higgs boson at the LHC was studied in [15]. However,
one did not consider the implications for collider searches of precision physics bound on the
3SM-like Higgs bosons with flavor-violating couplings. The simple 3-3-1 model consists of two
Higgs triplets in the normal sector and the leptons and quarks couple to both Higgs triplets
via general Yukawa matrices (including both normalizable-operators and non-renormalized
operators). So, it allows for flavor-changing tree-level couplings of the physical Higgs bosons.
It may be able to accommodate large branching ratios for lepton and quark flavor-violating
decay of the SM-like Higgs bosons such as h → µτ, h → qiqj, with qi,j being a light quark,
and the top-quark decays t → qh. Along with those decays, the decay τ → µγ and the
anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (g−2)µ also are constrained by the lepton flavor-
violating Higgs couplings. The neutral Higgs bosons contribute to (g − 2)µ at the one-loop
level, with both flavors violating vertices, while they contribute to the τ → µγ at one loop
and two loops. We hope that these contributions can be fitted to the (g − 2)µ discrepancy
and may reach the current bound on Br(τ → µγ) of the experiment. So, we are going
to focus on studying the contribution of the flavor-violating interactions into some decay
channels of the SM-like Higgs boson, heavy quark, and lepton and on (g − 2)µ.
In Sect.II, we briefly review the simple 3-3-1 model. We discuss the constraints from
precision flavor observables, such as h → µτ, τ → µγ, and (g − 2)µ in Sect.III. Sect.IV
investigates the contributions of flavor violating Higgs couplings to quarks into the meson
mixing masses. Based on that research, we show that the branching ratios h→ qi, qj, with
i, j 6= 3 might agree with the upper bound of the experiment. The top-quark decay modes
t→ qih also are studied in Sect.IV. Finally, we summarize our results and draw conclusions
in Sect.V.
II. SIMPLE 3-3-1 MODEL
The simple model is a combination of the reduced 3-3-1 model [9] and the minimal 3-3-1
model [5] in which the lepton and scalar contents are minimal [15]. The fermion content
4which is anomaly free is defined as [5]
ψaL ≡

νaL
eaL
(eaR)
c
 ∼ (1, 3, 0),
QαL ≡

dαL
−uαL
JαL
 ∼ (3, 3∗,−1/3), Q3L ≡

u3L
d3L
J3L
 ∼ (3, 3, 2/3) , (1)
uaR ∼ (3, 1, 2/3) , daR ∼ (3, 1,−1/3) ,
JαR ∼ (3, 1,−4/3) , J3R ∼ (3, 1, 5/3) ,
where a = 1, 2, 3 and α = 1, 2 are family indices. The quantum numbers in parentheses
are given upon assuming 3-3-1 symmetries, respectively. The third generation of quarks
is arranged differently from the two remaining generations to obtain appropriate FCNC
contributions when the new energy scale is blocked by the Landau pole. Due to the proposed
fermion content, the minimal and unique scalars sector is introduced as follows:
η =

η01
η−2
η+3
 ∼ (1, 3, 0), χ =

χ−1
χ−−2
χ03
 ∼ (1, 3,−1), (2)
with VEVs 〈η01〉 = u√2 , 〈χ03〉 = w√2 . In order to reveal candidates for dark matter, an inert
scalar multiplet φ = η′, χ′ or σ, ensured by an extra Z2 symmetry, φ → −φ, is introduced
[15]. Because of Z2 symmetry, the inert and normal scalars do not mix. The physical
eigenstates and mass of normal scalars are considered in terms of Vsimple given in [15]. The
Higgs triplets can be decomposed as ηT = ( u√
2
0 0) + (S1+iA1√
2
η−2 η
+
3 ) and χ
T = (0 0 w√
2
) +
(χ−1 χ
−−
2
S3+iA3√
2
). The fields A1, A3, η
±
2 , χ
±± and the decomposed state G±X = cθχ
±
1 − sθη±3
are massless Goldstone bosons eaten by Z, Z ′,W±, Y ±±, and X± gauge bosons, respectively.
The physical scalar fields with respective masses are identified as follows:
h ≡ cξS1 − sξS3, m2h = λ1u2 + λ2w2 −
√
(λ1u2 − λ2w2)2 + λ23u2w2 '
4λ1λ2 − λ23
2λ2
u2,
H ≡ sξS1 + cξS3, m2H = λ1u2 + λ2w2 +
√
(λ1u2 − λ2w2)2 + λ23u2w2 ' 2λ2w2, (3)
H± ≡ cθη±3 + sθχ±1 , m2H± =
λ4
2
(u2 + w2) ' λ4
2
w2.
5ξ is the S1–S3 mixing angle, while θ is that of χ1–η3 and they are defined via tθ =
u
w
, t2ξ =
λ3uw
λ2w2−λ1u2 ' λ3uλ2w . Here, we note that cx = cos(x), sx = sin(x), tx = tan(x), and so forth, for
any x angle. The h is identified with the Higgs boson discovered at the LHC and H and
H± are new neutral and singly charged Higgs bosons, respectively,
Because of the conservation of Z2 symmetry, the inert multiplets do not couple to the
fermions. The Yukawa Lagrangian takes the form
LY = hJ33Q¯3LχJ3R + hJαβQ¯αLχ∗JβR + hu3aQ¯3LηuaR +
huαa
Λ
Q¯αLηχuaR + h
d
αaQ¯αLη
∗daR
+
hd3a
Λ
Q¯3Lη
∗χ∗daR + heabψ¯
c
aLψbLη +
h′eab
Λ2
(ψ¯caLηχ)(ψbLχ
∗) +
sνab
Λ
(ψ¯caLη
∗)(ψbLη∗) + h.c.,(4)
where Λ is the scale of new physics, which has a mass dimension that defines the effective
interactions and needs to yield masses for all the fermions [15]. Upon the above interactions,
the top quark and new quarks obtain masses via renormalization gauge invariant operators
while the remaining quarks get masses via non-renormalization gauge invariant operators of
dimension d > 4. After gauge symmetry breaking, a few gauge bosons have mass [15]. The
physical charged gauge bosons with masses are, respectively, given by
W± ≡ A1 ∓ iA2√
2
, m2W =
g2
4
u2, (5)
X∓ ≡ A4 ∓ iA5√
2
, m2X =
g2
4
(w2 + u2), (6)
Y ∓∓ ≡ A6 ∓ iA7√
2
, m2Y =
g2
4
w2. (7)
The neutral gauge bosons with corresponding masses are given as follows
Aµ = sWA3µ + cW
(
−
√
3tWA8µ +
√
1− 3t2WBµ
)
, mA = 0, (8)
Zµ = cWA3µ − sW
(
−
√
3tWA8µ +
√
1− 3t2WBµ
)
, m2Z =
g2
4c2W
u2, (9)
Z ′µ =
√
1− 3t2WA8µ +
√
3tWBµ, m
2
Z′ =
g2 [(1− 4s2W )2u2 + 4c4Ww2]
12c2W (1− 4s2W )
, (10)
where sin θW ≡ sW = e/g = t/
√
1 + 4t2, with t = gX/g.
6III. HIGGS LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATING DECAY
A. h→ µτ
Let us consider a non-zero rate for a lepton flavor-violating decay mode of the Higg decay.
This phenomenology is directly related to the leptonic part of Eq. (4). In the physical basis
for the scalar, this part can be rewritten as follows:
LY ⊃ −e¯aR
(
cζ
1
u
(Me)ab − sζ
h′eab√
2
uw
Λ2
)
ebLh− e¯aR
(
sζ
1
u
(Me)ab + cζ
h′eab√
2
uw
Λ2
)
ebLH
− ¯(eaL)c
(
cθh
e
ab + sθh
′e
ab
uw
2Λ2
)
νbLH
+ + ¯(νaL)c (cθh
e
ab) ebLH
+
+
sν†ab
Λ
u√
2
cθ
(
¯νaLebR + ¯(eaR)c(νbL)
c
)
H+ + h.c., (11)
where (Me)ab =
√
2u
(
heab +
h′eabw
2
4Λ2
)
is a mixing mass of charged leptons. We denote
e′L,R = (e, µ, τ)L,R = (U
e
L,R)
−1 (e1, e2, e3)L,R, ν
′
L = (νe, νµ, ντ )L = (V
ν
L )
−1 (ν1, ν2, ν3)L, the
Lagrangian given in (11) can be rewritten as
LY ⊃ e¯′Rgeeh e′Lh+ e¯′RgeeH e′LH
+
{ ¯(e′L)cgeνL ν ′L + ¯(ν ′L)cgνeL e′L + ν¯ ′LgνeR e′R + ¯(e′R)cgeνR (ν ′L)c}H+ + h.c., (12)
where geeh = U
e†
R
(
cζ
1
u
Me − sζ uw√2Λ2h′e
)
U eL, g
ee
H = U
e†
R
(
sζ
1
u
Me + cζ uw√2Λ2h′e
)
U eL, g
eν
L =
(U eL)
T
(
cθh
e + sθ
uw
2Λ2
he′
)
UνL, g
νe
L = (U
ν
L)
T cθh
eU eL, g
νe
R = U
ν†
L cθ
u√
2Λ
sνU eR, g
eν
R =
U eTL cθ
u√
2Λ
sνUνTR .
In every parenthesis in the line of Eq. (11), the first term is proportional to the charged
lepton masses, whereas the second term in general can contain off-diagonal entries. It is the
source of the HLFV processes and leads to the h→ eiej decays, with i 6= j. The branching
for this decay process can be written as follows:
Br(h→ eiej) = mh
8piΓh
(|geiejh |2 + |gejeih |2) , (13)
where Γh ' 4 MeV is the total Higgs boson h decay width, geiejh is the Higgs boson h
coupling to the charged leptons that we can be obtained from Eq.(12). This coupling not
only depends on the VEVs and the energy scale Λ but also on the Higgs couplings λ2, λ3.
The numerical result is shown in Fig.1 for fixing u = 246 GeV, w = Λ. It is easy to see
that the branching ratio of the h→ µτ can reach the experimental 95% C.L. upper bounds
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FIG. 1: The branching ratio Br(h → µτ) as a function of factor λ3λ2 for different choice of energy
scale Λ. The left and right panels are studied by fixing
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 2
√
mµmτ
u according to
the Cheng–Sher ansatz [31] and
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 5× 10−4, respectively
on the HLFV branching ratios from the CMS Collaborations and also can be as low as 10−8.
It depends quite strongly on the factor λ3
λ2
, h′e, and on the energy scale Λ. In the small Λ
region and for the factor λ3
λ2
> 1, the branching ratio for h→ µτ can reach 10−3. However, in
this region, the mixing angle of ξ is large. Thus, the simple 3-3-1 model may face stringent
constraints such as the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and gauge bosons. If Λ is taken
to be a few TeV but below the Landau pole, λ1, λ2 are of the same order, the mixing angle
ξ is small and the branching ratio for h→ µτ reaches 10−5.
B. τ → µγ
We would like to note that the interaction terms which are given in (12) including the
lepton flavor-violating and -conserving couplings can affect other LFV processes such as
ei → ejγ. Besides this contribution, the charged current interactions also induce LFV
processes. In the simple 3-3-1 model, the charged current interactions have the following
form:
− g√
2
(
ν¯aLγ
µeaLW
+
µ + ν¯aLγ
µecaRX
+
µ + e¯aLγ
µecaRY
−−
µ
)
+ h.c.. (14)
Taking all these ingredients into account, the total contribution to the τ → µγ decay include:
8• the one-loop diagram with singly charged gauge bosons and neutrinos in the loop
• the one-loop diagram with doubly charged gauge bosons and charged leptons in the
loop
• the one-loop diagram with charged Higgs bosons and neutrinos in the loop
• the one-loop diagram with neutral Higgs bosons and charged leptons in the loop
• two-loop Barr-Zee diagrams with an internal photon and a third generation quark
• two-loop Barr-Zee diagrams with an internal photon and a gauge boson
The first three types of contributions are the same as those of the 3-3-1 model with a new
lepton; see [20]. The last three types of contributions come from the source of the HLFV
processes that are a new contribution and have been not considered in the previous version
of the 3-3-1 model [20]. The total effective Lagrangian describing the ei → ejγ decay process
is given as
emτ
{
e¯′i (D
γ
R)ij σ
αβPRe
′
jFαβ + e¯
′
i (D
γ
L)ij σ
αβPLe
′
jFαβ
}
. (15)
It leads to the branching ratio of the τ → µγ following processes:
Br(τ → µγ) = 48pi3α
G2F
(|DγL|2 + |DγR|2)Br(τ → µν¯µντ ), (16)
where DγL,R comes from the one-loop and two-loop diagrams. Firstly, the one-loop diagram
contributions with charged Higgs boson H±, charged gauge boson W± and doubly charged
9gauge boson Y ±± have a form inspired by the general formula in [21]:
DνW
±
1R = −
eg2mτ
32pi2m2W
3∑
j=1
Uνj3U
ν∗
j2 f
(
m2νj
m2W
)
, DνW
±
1L = −
eg2mµ
32pi2m2W
3∑
j=1
Uνj3U
ν∗
j2 f
(
m2νj
m2W
)
,
DνX
±
1R = −
eg2mτ
32pi2m2X
3∑
j=1
Uνj3U
ν∗
j2 f
(
m2νj
m2X
)
, DνX
±
1L = −
eg2mµ
32pi2m2X
3∑
j=1
Uνj3U
ν∗
j2 f
(
m2νj
m2X
)
,
DeY
±±
1R = −
eg2mτ
32pi2m2Y ±±
3∑
j=1
[
g
(
m2ej
m2Y ±±
)
− 2f
(
m2ej
m2Y ±±
)]
,
DeY
±±
1L = −
eg2mµ
32pi2m2Y ±±
3∑
j=1
[
g
(
m2ej
m2Y ±±
)
− 2f
(
m2ej
m2Y ±±
)]
,
DνH
±
1R = −
eg2
32pi2m2H±m
2
W
3∑
j=1
{
gντ∗L g
νµ
L mτh
(
m2νj
m2H±
)
+gντ∗R g
νµ
R mµk
(
m2νj
m2H±
)
+ gντ∗L g
νµ
R mHr
(
m2νj
m2H±
)}
,
DνH
±
1L = −
eg2
32pi2m2H±m
2
W
3∑
j=1
{
gντ∗R g
νµ
R mτh
(
m2νj
m2H±
)
+gντ∗L g
νµ
L mµk
(
m2νj
m2H±
)
+ gντ∗R g
νµ
L mHr
(
m2νj
m2H±
)}
.
(17)
with the functions f, g, h, k and r defined by
f(x) =
10− 43x+ 78x2 − 49x3 + 4x4 + 18x3 lnx
12(x− 1)4 ,
g(x) =
8− 38x+ 39x2 − 14x3 + 5x4 − 18x2 lnx
12(x− 1)4 ,
h(x) = k(x) =
1− 6x+ 3x2 + 2x3 − 6x2 lnx
12(x− 1)4 ,
r(x) =
−1 + x2 − 2x lnx
2(x− 1)3 . (18)
The neutral Higgs contribution to DγL,R via the one-loop diagram is
Dγ1L = D
γ
1R =
√
2
∑
φ
gµτφ g
ττ
φ
m2φ
(
ln
m2φ
m2τ
− 3
2
)
, (19)
10
and the two-loop correction to DγLR being given by [22]
Dγ2L = D
γ
2R = 2
∑
φ,f
gµτφ g
ff
φ
NcQ
2
fα
pi
1
mτmf
fφ
(
m2f
m2φ
)
−
∑
φ=h,H
gµτφ g
GG
φ
αQ2G
2pimτm2G
3fφ
(
m2G
m2φ
)
+
23
4
g
(
m2G
m2φ
)
+
3
4
h
(
m2G
m2φ
)
+m2φ
fφ
(
m2G
m2φ
)
− g
(
m2G
m2φ
)
2m2G
 ,
where Φ = h,H, G = W±, X±, Y ±±, f = t, b, and QG is an electrical charge of the gauge
boson G. gµτφ , g
ff
φ , g
GG
φ are the scalar φ couplings to µ τ , two fermions, and two gauge bosons
G, respectively. The expressions for gffφ , g
GG
φ are given in [15] and for g
µτ
φ can be obtained
from Eq.(12). The loop functions, fφ(z), h(z), g(z), are given by [22]
fh,H(z) =
z
2
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− 2x(1− x))
x(1− x)− z ln
x(1− x)
z
,
h(z) = −z
2
∫ 1
0
dx
x(1− x)− z
{
1− z
x(1− x)− z ln
x(1− x)
z
}
g(z) =
z
2
∫ 1
0
dx
1
x(1− x)− z ln
x(1− x)
z
. (20)
In the limits z  1 and z  1, the functions f(z), g(z) and h(z) can approximately be
written as follow:
z  1, f(z) = z
2
(ln z)2, g(z)) =
z
2
(ln z)2, h(z) = z ln z,
z  1, f(z) = ln z
3
+
13
18
, g(z) =
ln z
2
+ 1, h(z) = − ln z
2
− 1
2
. (21)
For z ∼ O(1), the functions f, g, h ∼ z can be accurately calculated. Let us estimate each
kind of diagrams contributing to τ → µγ via numerical studies. We choose the parameters
as follows:
mW = 80.385 GeV, me = 0.000511 GeV, mµ = 0.1056 GeV, mτ = 1.176 GeV
sin2(θ12) = 0.307, sin
2(θ23) = 0.51, sin
2(θ13) = 0.021, α =
1
137
, u = 246 GeV
∆m212 = m
2
ν2
−m2ν1 = 7.53× 10−5 eV2, ∆m223 = m2ν3 −m2ν2 = 2.45× 10−3 eV2
λ2 = λ1 = 0.09, s
ν ∼ 10−10. (22)
The results shown in the Fig. 2 suggest that the two-loop diagrams can provide a dom-
inant contribution to τ → µγ. The Br(τ → µγ) strongly depends on the lepton flavor-
violation coupling
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
. If we choose
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 2
√
mµmτ
u
, the two-loop
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FIG. 2: The dependence of branching ratio Br(τ → µγ) on the scale of new physics Λ in 1-loop,
1-loop with new neutral Higgs boson H, 2-loop and total contribution, respectively. The green solid
line is the experimental constraint Br(τ → µγ)Exp < 4.4×10−8. We fix
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 2
√
mµmτ
u
and
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 5× 10−4, for left and right panels, respectively. The factor λ3λ2 = 1 for both
panels.
contribution to τ → µγ dominates over the one-loop contribution. However, the branch
ratio, Br(τ → µγ), is only consistent with the predictions of the experiment when the new
physical scale is above the Landau pole. If
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 5× 10−4, the two-loop contri-
bution can be less important and the main contribution comes from one-loop diagrams with
the conversed lepton couplings. In this case, we obtain the upper bound on the new physics
scale: Λ > 2.4 TeV from the lower bound on Br(τ → µγ) of the experiment. Comparing the
results given in Figs. 2 and 3, we find that the above conclusions change slightly when the
factor λ3
λ2
is changed.
C. (g − 2)µ
The new physics of the 3-3-1 model contributes to the muon’s anomalous magnetic mo-
ments aµ via the flavor conserving couplings was considered by [23, 24]. The 3-3-1 model
also has FCNC, so it can make its own contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment.
First, we investigate only the contribution of the FCNC to (g− 2)µ. There exists a one-loop
contribution to (g− 2)µ through flavor-violating couplings of the Higgs to µτ . According to
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FIG. 3: The dependence of branching ratio Br(τ → µγ) on the scale of new physics Λ in one-loop,
one-loop with new neutral Higgs boson H, two-loop and total contribution, respectively. The green
solid line is the experimental constraint Br(τ → µγ)Exp < 4.4 × 10−8. We fix
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
=
2
√
mµmτ
u by the Cheng–Sher ansatz [31] and
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 5× 10−4, for left and right panels,
respectively. The factor λ3λ2 = 5 for both panels.
the work given in [22], the one-loop contribution mediated by the neutral Higgs contribution
to (g − 2)µ can be expressed by
(∆aµ)
M331 =
∑
φ
(
gτµφ
)2 mµmτ
8pi2
∫ 8
0
dx
x2
m2φ − x(m2φ −m2τ )
'
∑
φ
(
gτµφ
)2 mµmτ
8pi2m2φ
(
ln
m2φ
m2τ
− 3
2
)
. (23)
We plot in Fig. 4 the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment ∆aM331µ as a function of the
self-Higgs coupling λ2, assuming Λ = 2000 GeV,
[
(U eR)
†h′eU eL
]
µτ
= 2
√
mµmτ
u
, w = Λ, u = 246
GeV. This choice leads to the branching ratio h → τµ and can be close to the upper limit
value of the experiment or as low as 10−5 but the flavor-changing interactions of neutral
Higgs and two leptons contributed negligibly to ∆aM331µ ; see Fig. 4. We would like to
emphasize that the new contribution to the muon magnetic moment (g− 2)µ in the context
of the simple 3-3-1 model comes from the doubly gauge bosons Y ±±, new singly charged
vectors V ±, and new singly charged Higgs H±. The dominant contribution is the doubly
charged gauge boson running in the loop [24]. The total doubly charged boson contribution
is given by
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FIG. 4: Contribution of the HLFV interactions to ∆aM331µ as a function of self Higgs coupling λ2
for different factors of λ3λ2 and fixing Λ = 2000 GeV.
∆aµ(X
±±) ' 28
3
m2µ
u2 + w2
. (24)
It is easy to check that an energy scale of symmetry breaking SU(3)L around 2 TeV, 1.7
TeV < w <2.2 TeV, is favored as regards explaining the discrepancy of the measured value
of muon’s anomalous magnetic moment and the one predicted by the standard model [25],
(∆aµ)EXP−SM = (26.1± 8)× 10−10. (25)
As mentioned in [15], the LHC constraint over the Z ′ mass in the simple 3-3-1 model is M ′Z >
2.75 TeV. It can be translated into the lower bound on the VEV, w, as follows: w > 2.38
TeV. Therefore, the parameter space of w, which is favored for explaining (∆aµ)EXP−SM ,
is slightly smaller than the lower limit of the LHC (very close to the LHC’s allowed space).
In other words, in the parameter space that allows an interpretation to be made of LHC’s
experimental results, the value of the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment is predicted,
(∆aµ)331 < 13.8× 10−10. The upper limit is very close to the constraint given in Eq. (25).
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IV. QUARK FLAVOR-VIOLATING HIGGS BOSON DECAY
We would like to note that the third family of quarks is transformed differently from the
first two families under transformation; it causes the FCNC at the tree level. This works is in
[15]; the authors studied the tree-level FCNCs due to the new neutral gauge boson exchange.
However, the FCNC is not only caused by the new neutral gauge boson (Z ′) exchange but
also caused by the SM Higgs boson and a new Higgs boson. After electroweak symmetry
breaking, the operators of Eq.(4) give rise to the interaction of neutral Higgs bosons with a
pair of SM quark of the form
LY ⊃ −u¯aR
{
cξ
1
u
(Mu)ab + sξ
huab
Λ
u
2
}
ubLh− u¯aR
{
sξ
1
u
(Mu)ab − cξ
huab
Λ
u
2
}
ubLH
−d¯aR
{
cξ
1
u
(
Md
)
ab
− sξh
d
ab
Λ
u
2
}
dbL − d¯aR
{
sξ
1
u
(
Md
)
ab
+ cξ
hdab
Λ
u
2
}
dbLH + h.c.,(26)
where huab = 0 if a = 3, h
d
ab = 0 if a = 1, 2 and the remaining values of h
u
ab, h
d
ab are nonzero.
We define the physical sates u′L,R = (u
′
1L,R, u
′
2L,R, u
′
3L,R)
T , d′L,R = (d
′
1L,R, d
′
2L,R, d
′
3L,R)
T . They
are related to the flavor states u = (u1L,R, u2L,R, u3L,R)
T , d = (d1LR, d2LR, d3L,R)
T by V u,dL,R
matrices by uL,R = V
u
L,Ru
′
L,R, dL,R = V
d
L,Rd
′
L,R. In the physical states, the Lagrangian given
in Eq.(26) can be rewritten as follows:
LY ⊃ u¯′RGuhu′Lh+ d¯′RGdhd′Lh+ u¯′RGuHu′LH + d¯′LGdHd′RH + h.c., (27)
where Guh = − (V uR )†
{
cξ
1
u
Mu + sξ
hu
Λ
u
2
}
V uL , Gdh = −
(
V dR
)† {
cξ
1
u
Md − sξ hdΛ u2
}
V dL , GuH =
− (V uR )†
{
sξ
1
u
Mu − cξ huΛ u2
}
V uL , and GdH = −
(
V dR
)† {
sξ
1
u
Md + cξ
hd
Λ
u
2
}
V dL .
Besides, the tree-level FCNC associated with the field Z ′µ is given in [15] as
LFCNC = − g√
3
√
1− 3t2W
{(
V ∗qL
)
3i
(VqL)3j q¯
′
iLγ
µq′jLZ
′
µ
}
. (28)
We would like to recall that the tree-level FCNC associated with the neutral gauge boson
Z ′ was considered in [15]. The strongest bound on the Z ′ mass, mZ′ > 4.67 TeV, came
from a measurement of Bs–B¯s oscillations. This value is close to a Landau pole. Around
this point, the gauge coupling of the U(X) becomes very large and thus the theory loses the
perturbative character. To avoid this difficulty, we extinguish the tree-level FCNC source
caused by the new gauge boson Z ′ in the d-quark sector by setting (VdL)3a = 0. Therefore,
only the flavor-violating Higgs couplings to quarks can generate the FCNC at tree level, and
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these couplings can be constrained by K0 and B0s,d meson oscillation experiments. After
integrating out the Higgs fields, the effective Lagrangian for meson mixing can be written
as follows:
LeffFCNC =

[
(Gqh)ij
]2
m2h
+
[
(GqH)ij
]2
m2H
 (q¯iRqjL)2 +

[
(Gqh)∗ji
]2
m2h
+
[
(GqH)∗ji
]2
m2H
 (q¯iLqjR)2
+2

[
(Gqh)ij
]
mh
+
[
(GqH)ij
]
mH


[
(Gqh)∗ji
]
mh
+
[
(GqH)∗ji
]
mH
 (q¯iRqjL) (q¯iLqjR) . (29)
The predicted results for Bd,s–B¯d,s, K
0–K¯0, and D0–D¯0 mixing are obtained as in [26].
Note that there are two scalar fields that have flavor-violating couplings to quarks. Both
of them yield the FCNC at tree level. To compare the contribution of each type, let us
estimate the ratio κ ≡
[
(Gqh)ij
]2
m2H(
[GqH)ij
]2
m2h
' m2H
m2h
tan2 ξ. In the limit, w >> u, we find the value
of κ to be always smaller than one unit. This means that the new scalar Higgs gives
more contributions to the FCNC than the SM like Higgs boson. Fitting these results with
the experimental measurements of ∆mBs,d ,∆mD,∆mK0 , we get the bound on the flavor-
violating Higgs couplings. The strongest bound for new physics comes from the Bs–B¯s
mixing. The experimental values of ∆mBs lead to the bound on (Gqh)32 as follows:
2
(
1 +
1
κ
)
| (Gqh)32 |2 = 2
(
1 +
1
κ
)
λ23u
4
λ22w
4
| [(V dR)†hdV dL ]23 |2 < 1.8× 10−6. (30)
The lower bound on the new physics scale w depends on the choice of other parameters.
Due to λ3
λ2
> 1 and V dR , h
d not being fixed, the constraints from the mixing mass matrix
of the mesons not only translate to the new physics scale, w, but also translate to other
parameters. Therefore, the new physics scale can be chosen far from the Landau pole. The
perturbative character of the theory is ensured.
The constraints on the flavor-violating SM-like Higgs boson couplings to the quarks can
be translated into upper limits on the branching fraction of the flavor-violating decays of
the SM like Higgs boson to light quarks. In our model, the upper limits for the branching
ratios of h→ qiqj are predicted to decrease by 11+ 1
k
times that of the predictions in [27]; for
details see Table I. The weakest constraints are in the b–s sector, Br(h− bs¯) < 3.5× 10−3,
which is too small to be observed at the LHC because of the large QCD backgrounds, but
these signals are expected to be observed at the ILC [30] in the future.
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Observable Constraint
D0 oscillations Br(h→ uc¯) ≤ 2×10−4
1+ 1
κ
B0d oscillations Br(h→ db¯) ≤ 8×10
−5
1+ 1
κ
K0 oscillations Br(h→ ds¯) ≤ 2×10−6
1+ 1
κ
B0s oscillations Br(h→ sb¯) ≤ 7×10
−3
1+ 1
κ
TABLE I: The upper limit on flavor-violating decays of the SM-like Higgs boson to the light quarks
at 95% CL from experiments with mesons
.
The flavor-violating Higgs couplings to the quarks given in Eq.(27) leads to the non-
standard top-quark decay mode t → hui, ui = u, c, the rate for which is given by (here we
have neglected terms of O(m2c
m2t
))
Γ(t→ hui) = |G
u
i3|2 + |Gu3i|2
16pi
(m2t − h2h)2
m3t
. (31)
The branching ratio for the decay t→ uih is defined as follows
Br(t→ uih) ' Γ(t→ uih)
Γ(t→ bW+) , (32)
where Γ(t → bW+) ' g2mt
64pi
(
1− m2W
m2t
)(
1− 2m2W
m2t
+
m2t
m2W
)
. The Higgs mediated FCNC in
top-quark sector is actively investigated at the LHC by [28]. No signal is observed and the
upper limit on the branching fractions Br(t→ hc) < 0.16% and Br(t→ hu) < 0.19% at 95%
confidence level are obtained. In Fig. 5, we plot the Br(t→ hc) in the λ2
λ3
–w
u
plane for fixing[
(V uR )
† huV uL
]
32
=
[
(V uR )
† huV uL
]
23
= 2
√
mcmt
u
. The top-quark rare decays into hc could reach
up to 10−3 if the new physics scale is several hundred GeVs, and the factor λ3
λ2
> 5. In this
region of parameter space, the mixing angle ξ is large. The model encounters the difficulties
as mentioned in the Sect. IV. Br(t → ch) drops rapidly as the factor w
u
is increased. For
small mixing angle ξ, Br(t→ hc) varies from 10−5 to 10−8. Our results are consistent with
[29].
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FIG. 5: Top-quark rare decays into hc.
V. CONCLUSION
We study the non-standard interactions of the SM-like Higgs boson that allows for siz-
able effects in FCNC processes in the simple 3-3-1 model. We examine some effects in
flavor physics and constraints on the model both from the quark and lepton sectors via
renormalizable and non-renormalizable Yukawa interactions. Specifically, due to the cou-
plings of the leptons to both Higgs triplets, it creates the lepton flavor-violating couplings
at tree level. The existence of these interactions is completely independent of the source of
non-zero neutrino masses and mixing. This means that, if the source generating mass for
neutrinos is turned off, the lepton flavor-violation processes such as h → lilj or li → ljγ...
are perfectly possible. The branching for h→ µτ decay depends on the non-renormalizable
Yukawa coupling h′e, the mixing angle ξ, and the new physical scale. For large mixing angle
ξ, Br(h→ µτ) can reach the experimental upper bound of the ATLAS and CMS, while for
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small mixing angle, Br(h → µτ) can be 10−5. The τ → µγ radiative decay is considered
by both lepton flavor-conserving and -violating couplings. The contributions coming from
two-loop diagrams with lepton flavor-violating vertex and all one-loop diagrams (includ-
ing lepton flavor-violating/conserving vertexes) are comparable. The lepton flavor-violating
contribution to (g − 2)µ is suppressed if the parameters are selected to satisfy the limits
from h → µτ and τ → µγ, while the flavor-conserving coupling of the muon to the new
gauge boson Y ±±µ almost allows one to explain the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment,
(∆aµ)331 < 13.8× 10−10, due to the constraint of LHC over the Z ′ mass.
We investigate the flavor-violating interactions of the Higgs boson with a pair of quarks.
These interactions not only generate the FCNC, which are testable in Bs,d, K
0 meson os-
cillation experimental but also introduce the additional decay modes for the Higgs boson.
The binding conditions from the meson oscillation experiment were transferred to the upper
limit on the branching ratio of these decay. They are 1
1+ 1
κ
smaller than the predictions given
in [27].Directly testing these Higgs decays seems to be outside the LHC reach but they are
promising as regards searching in the future ILC [30]. A search for FCNC in events with
the top quark is presented. The upper bound on the branching fraction of top-quark decay,
t→ hc strongly depends on the new physics scale. It can reach 10−5 or be as low as 10−8.
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